Shotgun Marriage

FAIRYTALE
WEDDINGS
Ella
Montague was invited to a weddingher
own! The inspiration behind the Cinderella
Ball was simplecome single, leave wed. By
midnight perfect strangers could find
themselves marriedas if by magic! When
Ella Montagues Prince Charming had left
her, she lost her faith in fairy tales. But
now Rafe Beaumont was back! The
Montagues had destroyed his sisters life
with their romantic nonsensehe wanted
revenge. Hed marry Ella and break her
heart. But once wed, Rafe discovered that
marrying Ella hadnt broken her dreams of
happily-ever-afters, but restored them!
Shed married for lovenow all she had to do
was convince her stubborn husband! Day
Leclaires books are a joy to read Sandra
Marton FAIRYTALE WEDDINGS

Shotgun wedding is an American idiom that first appeared sometime around the turn of the twentieth century. An idiom
is a word, group of words or phrase that The death of shotgun marriages has been greatly exaggerated. HowStuffWorks
investigates why. A growing group of couples arent taking a fast track to make it legal in the wake of an unexpected
pregnancy. The shotgun wedding -- once a First comes pregnancy but then, thankfully, comes marriage. On Monday,
Today show co-host Savannah Guthrie announced that she New research out of Duke University finds the proportion of
shotgun marriages increasing among some groups of women and that not allWhen a friend of yours thinks a great idea to
get married, though months into it realizes He had his chance to get out of this reverse shotgun wedding, but
hesShotgun marriage definition, a wedding occasioned or precipitated by pregnancy. See more.Shotgun wedding is a
forced union of two companies or two jurisdictions that otherwise would not choose to merge.shotgun wedding
definition: a marriage that is arranged very quickly and suddenly because the woman is pregnant. Learn more.A shotgun
wedding is a wedding that is arranged to avoid embarrassment due to premarital sex possibly leading to an unintended
pregnancy, rather than out of the desire of the participants.Definition of shotgun wedding in the Idioms Dictionary.
shotgun wedding phrase. What does shotgun wedding expression mean? Definitions by the largest IdiomA shotgun
wedding is a wedding that has to take place quickly, often because the woman is pregnant. 2. A shotgun wedding is a
merger between two companies which takes place in a hurry because one or both of the companies is having difficulties.
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